Case Study | Transition to Managed
eDiscovery in Labour Litigation
for an Ontario Law Firm

Executive Summary
The client received a disclosure package from opposing counsel in
electronic format but was not equipped to effectively manage it. With
discoveries
noticia provided review software, loaded the
eral Crownpending,
Corporation

documents, trained the client’s legal team, and assisted with the review
process. The review was completed quickly, discoveries conducted
electronically, and the tools & knowledge acquired by the client have
been incorporated into their practice.
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noticia deployed the following services to address the needs of the client
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Challenges
Before retaining noticia, the client was

Electronic Benefits

printing documents for traditional review,

Electronic evidence has significant

missing the opportunity to use metadata

advantages over paper documents in
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the legal review process.

(TAR) methods. Not only was this
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documents, but also driving up costs.
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what they needed was a partner with the
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software and technical knowledge to assist
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them in their transition to electronic
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evidence review.
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The client had over 40 years of experience
in cases like this but did not have the tools
necessary to fully manage the data sent by
the opposing counsel. Like so many firms,

“Thanks to noticia, our legal team is

Would you like to learn more?

trained on eDiscovery technology and
processes, and will be able to confidently
handle electronic evidence in the future.”

Click here
to contact

- Instructing Counsel

Final Outcome
With noticia’s support, the client was able to fully benefit from the electronic disclosure
provided, rapidly and accurately review all files, and proceed more effectively in their
litigation. Furthermore, they are now well equipped to handle electronic evidence in future
cases. noticia is proud to support the transition to modern digital practice in law.

